The Role of Maternal Nutrition During the Periconceptional Period and Its Effect on Offspring Phenotype.
The early preimplantation embryo has been rigorously studied for decades to understand inherent reproductive and developmental mechanisms driving its morphogenesis from before fertilisation through to and beyond implantation. Recent research has demonstrated that this short developmental window is also critical for the embryo's interaction with external, maternal factors, particularly nutritional status. Here, maternal dietary quality has been shown to alter the pattern of development in an enduring way that can influence health throughout the lifetime. Thus, using mouse models, maternal protein restriction exclusively during the preimplantation period with normal nutrition thereafter is sufficient to cause adverse cardiometabolic and neurological outcomes in adult offspring. Evidence for similar effects whereby environmental factors during the periconceptional window can programme postnatal disease risk can be found in human and large animal models and also in response to in vitro conditions such as assisted conception and related infertility treatments. In this review, using mouse malnutrition models, we evaluate the step-by-step mechanisms that lead from maternal poor diet consumption though to offspring disease. We consider how adverse programming within the embryo may be induced, what nutrient factors and signalling pathways may be involved, and how these cues act to change the embryo in distinct ways across placental and foetal lineage paths, leading especially to changes in the growth trajectory which in turn associate with later disease risk. These mechanisms straddle epigenetic, molecular, cellular and physiological levels of biology and suggest, for health outcomes, preimplantation development to be the most important time in our lives.